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Abstract
Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS) is a cryptographic technique 
which allows visual information i.e.: printed text, handwritten 
notes, and picture to be encrypted in such a way that the decryption 
can be performed by the human visual system, without the assist of 
computers.VCS is a kind of secret sharing scheme that focuses on 
sharing secret images. The idea is to convert the written material 
into a cipher text then place that cipher text in to an image and 
encode this image into n shadow images. The decoding only 
requires only selecting some subset of these n images, making 
transparencies of them, and stacking them on top of each other.
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I. Introduction
With the rapid advancement of network technology, multimedia 
information is transmitted over the internet easily. Various secret 
information such as military maps and Commercial identifications 
are transmitted over the Internet. While using secret images, 
security issues should be taken into consideration because 
hackers may utilize weak link over communication network to 
steal information that they want to deal with the security problems 
of secret images, various image secret sharing schemes have 
been developed. Visual cryptography [2] is introduced by first in 
1994 Noar and Shamir. Visual cryptography is a cryptographic 
technique which allows visual information (e.g. printed text, 
handwritten notes and pictures) to be encrypted in such a way 
that the decryption can be performed by the human visual system, 
without the help of computers. Visual cryptography scheme [5] 
eliminates difficult computation problem in decryption process, 
and the secret images can be restored by stacking operation. This 
property makes visual cryptography mainly useful for the low 
computation load requirement. The idea of the visual cryptography 
model proposed in is to split a secret image into two random 
shares (printed on transparencies) which separately reveals no 
information about the secret image other than the size of the secret 
image. The secret image can be reconstructed by stacking the 
two shares. The underlying operation of this scheme is logical 
operation OR. In this paper, we call a VCS with random shares the 
traditional VCS or simply the VCS. In general, a traditional VCS 
[4] takes a secret image as input, and outputs shares that satisfy 
two conditions: (1) any qualified subset of shares can recover the 
secret image; (2) any forbidden subset of shares cannot obtain 
any information of the secret image other than the size of the 
secret image. An example of traditional (2,2)-VCS can be found 
in fig. 1, where, generally speaking, a (k ,n)-VCS means any out 
of n shares could recover the secret image. In the scheme of fig. 
1, shares (a) and (b) are distributed to two participants secretly, 
and each participant cannot get any information about the secret 
image, but after stacking shares (a) and (b), the secret image can 
be observed visually by the participants. In (2,2) secret sharing, 
any share by itself does not provide any information, but together 
they reveal the secret data.

Fig. 1: Example of Traditional VCS

VCS has many special applications, for example, transmitting 
military orders to soldiers who may have no cryptographic 
knowledge or working out devices in the battle field. Many other 
applications of VCS, other than its original objective (i.e., sharing 
secret image), have been found, for example, authentication and 
identification, watermarking and transmitting passwords etc.
The term of extended visual cryptography scheme (EVCS) [2] 
was first introduced by Naor et al. in, where a simple example 
of (2,2)-EVCS was presented. In this paper, when we refer to a 
corresponding VCS of an EVCS, a traditional VCS that have the 
same access structure with the EVCS. Generally, an EVCS takes 
a secret image [1] and original share images as inputs, and outputs 
shares that satisfy the following three conditions:

Any qualified subset of shares can recover the secret image• 
Any forbidden subset of shares cannot obtain any information • 
of the secret image other than the size of the secret image
All the shares are significant images.• 

II. Related Work

A. Playfair Cipher
The Playfair cipher was the first practical digraph substitution 
cipher. The technique encrypts pairs of letters (digraphs), instead 
of single letters as in the simple substitution cipher. First we will 
encrypt a plain text using this playfair cipher technique and 
then place cipher text in to an image. This playfair cipher can 
be described as follows. The Playfair cipher uses a 5 by 5 table 
containing a key word or phrase. To generate the key table, one 
would first fill in the spaces in the table with the letters of the 
keyword (dropping any duplicate letters), then fill the left over 
spaces with the rest of the letters of the alphabet in order (usually 
omitting "Q" to reduce the alphabet to fit; other versions put both 
"I" and "J" in the same space). The key can be written in the top 
rows of the table, from left to right, or in some other pattern, such 
as a spiral starts in the upper-left-hand corner and ending in the
center. The keyword together with the conventions for filling in 
the 5x5 table constitutes the cipher key.

Table 1: Example for an Playfair Cipher
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Consider an example in Table. I which has the keyword as “playfair 
example” and "Hide the gold in the tree stump” is the message 
which has to be encrypted. To encrypt a message, one would 
break the message into digraphs (groups of 2 letters) and map 
them out on the key table. The two letters of the digraph are 
considered as the opposite corners of a rectangle in the key table. 
Then apply the following 4 rules, in order, to each pair of letters 
in the plaintext:

You must insert a chosen “filler” letter (let’s say it is ‘x’) 1. 
between any repeating letters in the plaintext. So a plaintext 
word such as “hurray” becomes “hurxray”.
If the letters appear on the same row of your table, replace 2. 
them with the letters to their immediate right correspondingly. 
For example, HI is encrypted as BM.
If the letters appear on the same column of your table, replace 3. 
them with the letters immediately below correspondingly. For 
example, DE is encrypted as OD.
If the letters are not on the same row or column, replace them 4. 
with the letters on the same row respectively but at the other 
pair of corners of the rectangle defined by the original pair. 
The order is important – the first letter of the encrypted pair 
is the one that lies on the same row as the first letter of the 
plaintext pair. For example, TH is encrypted as ZB. By using 
above rules the message “Creative world" becomes “NC DE 
PB AD VQ CR GE”.

III. Halftoning Technique
One of the main drawbacks of the VCS’s proposed is that, they 
cannot deal with the gray-scale image. So to deal with the grayscale 
images, we proposed haiftone technique for VCS [3]; on the 
other hand, it has large pixel expansion C X M, where C is the 
number of the gray-levels and M is the pixel expansion of the 
corresponding black and white VCS. In order to deal with the 
gray-scale image, the halftoning technique was introduced into the 
visual cryptography. The halftoning technique [3] is used to alter 
the gray-scale image in to the binary image. This technique has 
been widely used in printing applications which has been proved 
to be very effective. Once we have the binary image, the VCS 
proposed can be applied directly. However, the simultaneous
loss in quality is unavoidable in this case. The patterning dithering 
[3] makes use of a certain percentage of black and white pixels,
often called as patterns, to achieve a sense of gray scale in the 
overall point of view. The pattern consists of black and white 
pixels, where a different percentage of the black pixels stand for 
the different gray nesses. The halftoning process is to map the 
grayscale pixels from the original image into the patterns with 
certain percentage of black pixels. The halftoned image is a binary 
image. However, in order to store the binary images one needs a 
large amount of memory.
The halftoning process is formally described in Algorithm 1. 
Generally, for an input image of size P X Q, the halftoning process 
runs on each pixel in I as follows. In Algorithm 1, the halftoning 
process causes the mn pixel expansion on the input image. We 
call it the halftone pixel expansion. In the rest of the paper, we 
denote as the halftone pixel expansion.

Algorithm 1: The halftoning process for each pixel in I:
Input: The m X n dithering matrix K and a
pixel with gray-level g in input image I.
Output: The halftoned pattern at the
position of the pixel
For x=0 to m-1 do

For y=0 to n-1do
If g<=Kij then print a black pixel at position
(x, y);
Else print a white pixel at position (x ,y);
By using this halftone technique [3] we will separate black and 
white pixels from a particular position of an image which has to
be encrypted.

IV. Entrenching VCS into the Covering Shares
The merging process can be realized by the following algorithm 
after generating the covering shares.
Algorithm 2: The Entrenching process:
Input: The covering shares constructed, the corresponding VCS 
with pixel expansion and the secret image I.
Output: The n embedded shares k0, k1, K2… kn-1.
Step 1: First dividing the covering shares into blocks which contain 
t sub pixels each.
Step 2: Choose m merging positions in each block in the n covering 
shares.
Step 3: For each black and white pixel in I, randomly choose a 
share matrix.
Step 4: Embed the m sub pixels of each row of the share matrix 
M into the m embedding positions chosen in Step 2.
In the above Algorithm 2 of step 4, “embed” is represented as the 
pixels in the embedding positions are replaced by the sub pixels 
of the share matrix [5]. The sub pixels in the covering shares will 
protect the information about the original shared image. Here by 
we will merge the covering shares which are generated with the 
original share images.

V. Conclusion
The shares of the proposed scheme are meaningful images, and 
the stack of a qualified subset of shares will recover the secret 
image visually without the aid of computers. Visual cryptography 
schema can deal with gray-scale input images, has smaller pixel 
expansion, is completely secure, does not require paired share 
images, one participant only needs to carry one share, and can 
be applied for general access structure.
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